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         Subject: Grade 6 English 

         Term 4 

         Week: 3 Lesson Number: 241 

         Date:  

         Topic: Historical Fiction (Narrative Genre) 

         Text: The Glass Boy 

          Practice: Reading Skill Strategy 

          Lesson Outcome: You will identify the plot of a historical fiction text 

          Introduction 

           This lesson has 1 Resource titled “The Glass Boy”. Note: You will find the extract at the end  

           of this lesson. It is the same part of the story you read in Lesson 240. 

          Instruction 

          To complete this lesson, you must follow these steps: 

          Step 1. In your exercise book copy the Header. 

          Step 2. Read the questions carefully. 

          Step 3. Answer ‘Practice Exercise 2’. Copy the question first and then answer the question in     

          complete sentences.  Make sure your hand writing is neat and legible.  

            Practice Exercise 2 

           1. Read the extract “The Glass Boy” again. In Lesson 240, you learnt what was the purpose  

           of a historical fiction text. Can you recall what the purpose of a historical fiction text was? 

           If you have forgotten it, read the meaning of the purpose of a historical fiction text. 

The purpose of a historical fiction text is to inform the reader about the inner lives of the 
people across time and place in the past either real or imagined. It is a literary genre in 
which the plot  takes place in a setting located in the past. 

           2. In this lesson, you will identify the plot of a narrative text. Ask yourself this  

          question, “What elements do you think the plot of a narrative text would consist of?’ 

         (a) Begin your sentence like this: I think the plot of a narrative would consist of the following  

          elements......................................................................................... 

          3.Now look at your meaning of the plot of a narrative text. Was it close to the meaning?  

          If your answer was close to the meaning, ‘Well Done’!  

          (b) Read the plot of a narrative text.  

In the plot of a narrative, you will be looking for information from the text on the following 
sub- topics: orientation, complication/ events and resolution. 

            4. In this lesson, you will learn only two elements of the orientation of a narrative text. 

             Please read the notes on the orientation and the two elements that are identified with it. 
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Orientation 
The orientation sets the scene, mood and introduces the character. It usually includes- 
when? where? who? what? 
(a) Setting (location) – where does the story take place? 
(b) Time (time of the day) --when does the story take place?. 

            5. Read the questions and refer to the extract to find the answer. Write the question and     

      answer in your book. 

       (i). The setting refers to the place, time and environment of a story. 

      (a). Setting – where do you think this story is taking place? Begin your sentence like this: I  

       think this story is taking place ............................................................................................... 

      (b). Time – when do you think this story is taking place? Begin your sentence like this: I think  

      this story is taking place at .................................................................................................... 

      (c). The setting of the story changes from the unhealthy environment in the slums to the  

       clean, luxurious and well – built houses in the city. In 3-4 sentences describe how the  

       setting of this story played an important part in the main character’s life. 

.      Begin your sentence like this: The setting of the story played an important part in the main  

       character’s life ....................................................................................................................... 

            When we read the orientation we will learn how the scene is set. It refers to the setting, time,  

             characters and atmosphere and mood. 

             Extract: The Glass Boy 

1. “Sewer Rat, you little bonehead, do you want my arms to burn off? Bring me the cutters!” 
Throwing down the iron poker, Pietro left off stoking the furnace to hasten to his master with 
the glass cutters. He put a grimy hand over his mouth to hide a yawn. They had been 
working all night. Already a pale beam of light was creeping through the stone slits near the 
foundry roof. Soon the bells would peal for the people of Venice to rise and hurry to work. 
But still Maestro Battono refused to sleep. Pietro knew why. In less than a week, their fate 
would be decided. PIETRO SHUDDERED of what had happened at the meeting of the 
Glass Masters only the day before. The meeting had been long and boring and his master 
had become drunk. Maestro Battono had insulted Maestro Mancini, who had in turn 
challenged him to a bet. The one who made the most exquisite piece for the Doge to carry in 
the procession on Murano next week would win the other’s foundry. The loser would 
surrender the right to work as a Glass Master ever again.  
2. Pietro had begged his master to think of Isabella, but Maestro Battono had flicked him off 
like a flea from a dog. He had sworn an oath on his foundry, the Golden Book and Saint 
Anthony. The Golden Book was the book in which the noble families of Venice were 
recorded. It was the same book that appeared in the paws of the winged lion that decorated 
all of Venice. Saint Anthony was the patron saint of glass-blowers. Even if the Doge were 
prepared to overlook a blasphemy on the Golden Book, the glass – blowers would never let 
an oath be sworn on Saint Anthony be broken. MASTER BATTONO HAD SEALED THEIR 
FATE.  
3. Maestro Battono could not hold his wine. Pietro knew he should be thanked for that. His 
own fortunes had relied upon the master being drunk. It had only been with glazed eyes and 
a slur in his voice that the maestro had allowed a sickly woman in rags to address him-a 
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great master of glass! With her brood of wailing children clustered about her, the woman had 
pressed her half-starved boy upon him. Back then, Pietro’s work had been to dive into the 
canal and find dropped items to sell. HE STANK OF SEWAGE. Maestro Battono had 
wrinkled his nose. “PLEASE, GREAT MAESTRO, TAKE HIM.” Pietro’s mother had begged. 
“He is a good boy, but there is no food. He will work hard for you. Please, I beg you.” FOR 
SIX YEARS NOW, PIETRO HAD SLAVED for Maestro Battono.  
4. He had fetched alder wood. He had carted limestone, arsenic, plantash and silica. He had 
learned that the best silica stones were from Istria and the next best were those from Ticino 
River. He had been taught not to be tricked by stones from Verona that would make the 
glass yellow. Even the master’s jealously guarded formulas for producing different glass – 
crystalline, enamel, multi-coloured, milk-glass, glass with threads of gold- had been revealed 
to him. Now, if the master didn’t make the most wonderful glass object, IT WOULD ALL 
HAVE BEEN FOR NOTHING. “Bah!” Maestro Battono spat, jolting Pietro from his gloomy 
thoughts. “It’s no good. See how the glass cools too quickly.” He thrust it back into the 
blazing hole and then pulled it out again. With one hand, Maestro Battono kept hold of the 
pole capped with a fiery molten blob. With the other, he deftly tweaked the glowing ball with 
the tweezer-like cutters. Pietro knew he should continue to stack alder wood. Instead, he 
moved silently into the red- lit shadows of the foundry. He was unable to take his eyes off the 
magic taking place in front of him.  
5. His world inside the foundry was grimy, dark and hot. That a gritty mix of sand, lime and 
soda could become silky glass in such a setting seemed a miracle. The Glass Master grimly 
pulled the glass into shape, flipping toffee-like tentacles of aventurine glass over and over. 
When the piece grew too hard, he plunged it back into the blazing heat to soften it. It began 
to resemble a confectionery crown.  “Look, Sewer Rat,” Maestro Battono grunted, sensing 
Pietro watching from the shadows. “This crown is to represent the power of La Serenissima, 
our most Serene Republic of Venice, for the Doge to carry in the procession.” Pietro gazed 
at the crown. It was very beautiful. But how could they know if it was the best? 

 

 

 

 

 

 


